Product reference number: 0500HA5301U06

Description
HOTEL ALPHA 5301-06 TROLLEYWITH
RUBBER WHEELS DI AMETER 125 MM

Product Datasheet
Alpha Hotel 5301-06 trolley certified "Plastic Second Life" (PSV), composed of a long base with rubber wheels Ø 125 mm, 2
asymmetric vertical frames, one symmetric vertical frame, 2x120-litre space saver bagholder, two supporting plastic plates for
bagholder, two plastic central baskets, two fixed side walls, 2 set shelves and 2 sets of T-shaped plugs for vertical frames

Applications
Service trolley for the carry of the clean towels and linens and collection of the dirty ones in hotels and communities

Features
* Strong, compact, ergonomic, modular trolley, easy to assemble and clean.
* Green: environment friendly as made of recycled "Plastic Second Life" polypropylene copolymer.
* Its plastic base can be equipped with rubber wheels Ø 140 mm upon request.
* Its plastic vertical frames guarantee the maximum hygiene, being the laundry bag with dirty towels always separated from the rest of
the trolley.
* Plastic vertical frames with external slots for side baskets.
* The central frame has a label which can be customized writing the operator's name, the working area or other information
* The foldable bagholder 120 ltrs can reduce considerably the overall dimensions of the trolley after its use, it is equipped with pushbar handle, hook for dustpan and handle holders
* The fixed side walls are completely smooth and upon request, they can be customized with drawings, pictures or logo.

Technical Data
Dimensions LxWxH (cm)
Brut weight (Kg)
Net weight (Kg)
Pcs per box
Box volume

177 x 58 x 107
29,268
26,400
1 pc per box
0,355
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Accessories
Accessory

Reference no. for accessory

0000AT0120E
PLASTIC COVERED CLOTH BAG 120 LTRS. GREY
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